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Are you getting the most out of your operations?
Remote Control System is loaded with so many sophisticated features that you may overlook some of
them, hence loosing great opportunities to enhance your operations and get more results.
Let us remind you the advantages of working with Remote Control System Galileo!

Discover the interactions

In your daily operations you commonly deal with multiple targets, and the amount of information can be
overwhelming. It is crucial that you have all the tools to unveil your targets' intent and discover the
network behind them, without going through every single bit of information.
With Remote Control System you immediately see all the interactions: follow their movements during
the day, see how they communicate and with whom and discover their habits. Furthermore, you
are informed upon interesting events like meetings and key communications!

Watch how your targets
communicate with their peers.

Automatically profile the digital
identity of your targets, to
readily have:

Understand
links
among
targets and meeting places,
both physical and virtual (e.g.,
web forums).

all the accounts
top communications
last known position

Analyse the behaviours and
mechanisms
common
to
different cases and criminal
networks, to further expand
your investigation.

Get trained on the latest security techniques
Your team is the most precious resource to get
the job done. Invest on their skills and let them
use the latest techniques! You’ll see the
difference, granted.
We offer trainings at all levels and in all security
fields:
IT intrusion
Network and web pentesting
Vulnerability detection and exploitation
Advanced wireless pentesting
Reverse engineering
We can also design custom training programs to
match your needs. Ask for information.

Meet us, we are near!

All of our intructors have current experience on
real cases, and they continuosly research and
experience the topics they teach.
Training have a strong bias toward hands-on tests
and challenges, to let you learn by doing.

We sponsor more than 20 conferences during the year, where we showcase the latest Remote Control
System innovations during live demos.
In this period, you can find us here:

15-17 July: ISS World South Africa in Johannesburg, ZA
5-7 August: NATIA in San Diego, CA
6-8 October: ISS World Americas in Washington, D.C.
15-17 October: Future Forces in Prague, CZ
15-17 October: SEECAT in Tokyo, JP
Check the nearest event and come visit us. We are glad to welcome you and show you the product and
the benefits you can gain from Remote Control System.
Contact us to have a private meeting with a live demo!
If you cannot attend the events, ask for a meeting at your site or in our HQ in Milan, Italy.

Call today your sales representative or write to info@hackingteam.com for more.
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